JUNE 9th – 16th 2019
SAARBRÜCKEN
ETTU DEVELOPMENT CAMP U-17
ORGANISERS:

EUROPEAN TABLE TENNIS UNION
73. Rue Adolphe Fischer L-1520 Luxemburg –LUXEMBURG

TIBHAR GmbH
Fennerstraße 62 A
Phone: +496898-933020
e-mail: marketing@tibhar.de

SCHEDULE:

9 June: arrival day
10 – 15 June: training camp
16 June: departure day

MEETING FOR COACHES:

Meeting with the coaches will be held on Sunday, 9th June at 8 pm at HNS.

COACHES OF THE CAMP:

• Joze URH – Head Coach (organizer)
• Krisztina TÓTH – Assistant Coach (organizer)
• Neven CEGNAR (ETTU) – Development Manager
INVITED PLAYERS:

Junior Boys:

1. Kulczyski Samuel (POL)
2. Grebnev Maxim (RUS)
3. Stumper Kay (GER)
4. Zheng Dorian (FRA)
5. Li Tiago (POR)
6. Gutierrez Marc (ESP)
7. Andras Csaba (HUN)
8. Kosolosky Olav (BEL)
9. Friis Martin (SWE)
10. Kubik Maciej (POL)
11. Sabhi Myshaal (FRA)
12. Rassenfosse Adrien (BEL)
13. Ban Ivor (CRO)
14. Belik Simon (CZE)
15. Puppo Andrea (ITA)
16. Hollo Mike (GER)

Junior Girls:

17. Laurenti Jamila (ITA)
18. Zironova Ekaterina (RUS)
19. Pavade Prithika (FRA)
20. Kisel Darya (BLR)
21. Bondareva Anastasia (GER)
22. Cok Isa (FRA)
23. Klee Sophia (GER)
24. Lutz Camille (FRA)
25. Malinina Natalia (RUS)
26. Zaharia Elena (ROU)
27. Abramian Elizabet (RUS)
28. Arapovic Hana (CRO)
29. Riliskyte Kornelija (LTU)
30. Muskantor Rebecca (SWE)
ACCOMMODATION:

Address:
Hermann Neuberger-Sportschule (HNS)
66123 Saarbrücken
Germany

Price:
- Single occupancy: EUR 70,- / person / day (full board and lodging)
- Double Occupancy: EUR 65,- / person / day (full board and lodging)

Coaches and accompanying persons shall pay full price.

Full accommodation cost for all invited players (in double room occupancy) will be covered by ETTU.

ENTRIES

To be sent NOT later than

26th May 2019

to:
Damir Jurcic – TIBHAR Promotion Manager (damir@tibhar.de), Phone: +496898-933020
with cc to:
Zita PIDL, ETTU Project Co-ordinator (zpidl.ettu@gmail.com)

ENTRY CANCELLATION:

Cancellation of participants is possible till: 1st June 2019
For cancellation after 1st June 2019, CANCELLATION FEE of EUR 120,- will be charged.
**PAYMENT:**

All accommodation expenses shall be paid to the organiser’s bank account:

TIBHAR GmbH  
Commerzbank Saarbruecken  
Iban: DE42 5904 0000 0533 0279 00  
SWIFT: COBADEFF XXX

or in cash (euro only!) upon arrival.

**TRANSPORT:**

Please note that all participants shall reach the venue on their own.

The closest airport to the Hermann Neuberger-Sportschule is Saarbrucken-Ensheim airport (15 minutes by car).  
Please take taxi or bus to the HNS at the airport. There is a bus station in front of the HNS named ”Landessportschule”

The railway station is 5-10 minutes by car from HNS.

**VISAS:**

If you need **VISA** to enter Germany, please send your request for invitation letter by attaching the scanned copy of the passport(s) not later than 1st May to TIBHAR, info@tibhar.de, marketing@tibhar.de

TIBHAR GmbH  
Fennerstr 62 A  
D – 66127 Saarbruecken

**EXTRA ACTIVITIES:**

Other cultural activities will be organised on the free afternoon, upon request and at an extra cost.  
Free Internet and wi-fi are available in the hotel.

**YOU ARE EUROTALENTS – SEE YOU IN SAARBRUCKEN!!!**

Neven Cegnar, prof.  
ETTU Development Manager